Two transfer-of-control experiments assessed pigeons' sensitivity to response-outcome associations in differential-outcome discriminations. In Experiment 1, pigeons were trained on one-to-many matching-to-sample with food and no-food outcomes that were differential or nondifferential with respect to correct choice. The samples were then replaced by novel stimuli that had differential or nondifferential associations with those same outcomes. Transfer of matching occurred only when the novel samples and their respective choice responses had identical differential-outcome associations. Experiment 2 showed that the outcomes themselves were effective samples if the choices they cued yielded those outcomes in training. These data provide further evidence that the relation between comparison choice and consequent outcomes influences pigeons' matching performances.
Two transfer-of-control experiments assessed pigeons' sensitivity to response-outcome associations in differential-outcome discriminations. In Experiment 1, pigeons were trained on one-to-many matching-to-sample with food and no-food outcomes that were differential or nondifferential with respect to correct choice. The samples were then replaced by novel stimuli that had differential or nondifferential associations with those same outcomes. Transfer of matching occurred only when the novel samples and their respective choice responses had identical differential-outcome associations. Experiment 2 showed that the outcomes themselves were effective samples if the choices they cued yielded those outcomes in training. These data provide further evidence that the relation between comparison choice and consequent outcomes influences pigeons' matching performances.
This study follows up our recent provocative finding (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996 , Experiment 1) that pigeons will readily transfer their differential-outcome conditional discriminations to novel samples even though the samples in training are not associated with different outcomes. In the condition of interest, pigeons learned to match each of two sample stimuli to two different comparison alternatives, with correct choices followed either by food or by a lit food hopper only (no food). These two outcomes were arranged to occur equally often after each sample, although each correct comparison yielded only one outcome. In other words, the comparison alternatives were differentially associated with food and no food in training, but the sample stimuli were not. After acquisition of this task, the birds were tested for their ability to match those comparisons to novel samples that had been differentially associated with food and no food off baseline. The correct comparison on each test trial was designated as the one having the same outcome association as the novel sample preceding it. Under these conditions, we found that birds chose the correct comparison on 80% of the test trials. Table 1 diagrams the training and test conditions that yielded this strong transfer effect. Note, in particular, that each correct comparison (C n +) in training was followed by only one outcome, whereas the samples (S 1 and S 2 ) were followed (on different trials) by both outcomes.
The high level of accuracy we observed in testing was unexpected and surprising, given the typical theoretical explanation for differential-outcome transfer, namely, twoprocess (or outcome expectancy) theory (Edwards, Jagielo, Zentall, & Hogan, 1982; Honig & Dodd, 1986; Peterson, 1984) . According to this account, performances in differential-outcome tasks will transfer to new samples if both they and the samples in training generate differential outcome expectancies. In other words, if expectancies have been established as discriminative cues for performance during initial training, any stimuli producing them will support those performances (Trapold, 1970) . By this account, the sample-outcome associations in training must be differential in order to obtain subsequent transfer to novel samples (Edwards et al., 1982; Peterson, 1984; Urcuioli, 1990) , because those associations are the original source of the outcome expectancy cue. Our results (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996) , however, clearly showed otherwise: Transfer could be obtained despite the fact that those associations were nondifferential (i.e., each sample was followed equally often by both outcomes in training).
These results are anomalous from the perspective of twoprocess theory and for that reason alone merit further study. But it also important to note that the transfer findings we reported are consistent with an alternative account of differential-outcome performances offered by Rescorla (1992 Rescorla ( , 1994 and Rescorla and Colwill (1989) . This alternative places greater emphasis on the associations between the comparison responses and the outcomes (as opposed to the samples and outcomes) and hypothesizes that those response-outcome (R-O) associations, once formed, are symmetrical. According to this "bidirectional hypothesis" (cf. Gormezano & Tait, 1976) , any stimulus that generates a particular outcome representation should preferentially activate that response that is part of the corresponding R-O association. In terms of the conditions shown in Table 1 , this account clearly predicts that novel samples (S 3 and S 4 ) will yield accurate test performances, because they have the same outcome associations as the comparison responses they cue. Stated otherwise, new sample/comparison- Urcuioli and DeMarse (1996; see Group Whole) Training Testing S 2 S, S 2 C 2 + (0 2 ) C 3 + (0 2 ) » C 4 + (0,) S 4 -*0 2
Note. S l -S 4 = sample stimuli; C,-C 4 = comparison stimuli; O, and O 2 = outcomes for correct (+) comparison choice. Adapted from "Associative Processes in Differential Outcome Discrimination" by P. J. T. DeMarse, 1996, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behavior Processes, 22, p. 195. Copyright 1996 by the American Psychological Association.
response (S-R) relations should emerge in testing from the combination of differential S-O and O-R associations, where S-O represents the sample-outcome associations in testing and O-R represents the symmetrical (bidirectional) version of the R-O associations that presumably develop in training. The feature of this account that distinguishes it from two-process theory is that transfer is not assumed to depend on whether the sample-outcome associations during initial training are differential or nondifferential. Instead, the critical associations are between the comparison responses and outcomes: If they are differential, their bidirectionality ensures that those responses will preferentially occur after novel samples that signal the same outcomes.
In view of the fact that our earlier study provided the first (and an unexpected) confirmation of this prediction in the pigeon differential-outcome literature, we designed the present experiments to provide additional evaluation of the bidirectional hypothesis. In Experiment 1, we examined the necessity of the two conditions that this mechanism supposedly requires for transfer. One is that the comparison responses in training be associated with different outcomes (i.e., the R-O associations must be differential). The other is that the samples in testing must share those associations. If either or both of these conditions are not met, the bidirectional hypothesis predicts that the comparison choices learned in training will not transfer to novel samples. In contrast, transfer should occur if both the samples introduced in testing and the comparison responses to be matched to them have the same differential-outcome associations. Again, in the absence of differential sampleoutcome associations in training, two-process theory does not make this latter prediction. Instead, it predicts no transfer under any of the conditions outlined above. In Experiment 2, we directly tested the assumed bidirectionality of the R-O associations by presenting the outcomes as samples for comparison choice. According to the bidirectional view, direct activation of the outcome representations should lead to the responses that had uniquely produced those outcomes in training.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, four groups of pigeons were trained on matching-to-sample with two samples and two pairs of comparison alternatives (a one-to-many [OTM] task; Santi & Roberts, 1985; Urcuioli & Zentall, 1993) . All birds then received off-baseline training with two new center-key stimuli that subsequently replaced the original samples in OTM matching. The four groups differed from one another in the outcome contingencies during the two training phases that preceded the substitution test. For two groups, the OTM task involved differential food and no-food outcomes for correct choice; for two other groups, those outcomes occurred equally often on all trials (i.e., they were nondifferential with respect to correct choice). In the off-baseline phase, one group of each pair had food and no-food outcomes differentially associated with two novel center-key stimuli, whereas the other group experienced food and nofood outcomes equally often after both. Thus, the experimental design involved the factorial manipulation of differential versus nondifferential outcomes across the two phases of training (see Table 2 ). In testing, all groups matched the original comparison alternatives to the novel sample stimuli. On the basis of the bidirectional hypothesis, we predicted that matching accuracy for the group that received differential outcomes throughout training would be well above the level expected by chance (50%) during this test, whereas matching accuracy for the remaining three groups would be at or near chance level.
Method Subjects
Thirty-two experimentally naive White Carneaux pigeons (Colombo livid) obtained from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant (Sumter, SC) served in the experiment. All pigeons were retired breeders and were maintained at 80% of their free-feeding weights. One bird became ill during the experiment and was dropped from the study; none of its data are included in the analyses reported. Birds were housed individually in stainless-steel, wire mesh cages in a colony room with a 14:10-hr light-dark cycle. Grit and water were continuously available in the home cage. Food was provided on the 1 day per week that experimental sessions were not run and when birds were unable to obtain sufficient food in a session to maintain their 80% weights.
Apparatus
The experiment was conducted in two BRS/LVE (Laurel, MD) small-animal enclosures (Model SEC-002), each of which contained a Model PIP-016 three-key panel. The interior dimensions of the pigeon's compartment inside the enclosure and the configuration of the panel have been described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Urcuioli, 1990 Urcuioli, , 1991 . For this experiment, the stimulus projector mounted behind the center response key was equipped to show three white vertical and three white horizontal lines on black backgrounds, blue and yellow homogeneous fields, and a solid inverted white triangle on a black background (BRS/LVE Pattern No. 696). The projectors mounted behind the two side keys could show red, green, and white homogeneous fields and a small white 
Phase 2 Testing (pretraining) (one-to-many) 
Procedure
The experiment was conducted in two replications of 16 subjects each. For each replication, subjects were randomly assigned to one of four groups (described below) and experienced the following training and testing sequence.
Preliminary training. Each bird was initially trained to eat from a lighted food magazine and was then taught by the method of successive approximations to peck at the inverted white triangle on the center response key. Once reliable pecking at the triangle was established, each bird received four sessions of training in which single pecks to the stimuli that would later serve as samples and comparisons in matching-to-sample were reinforced with 3-s access to gram. One session involved 30 center-key presentations each of vertical and horizontal lines; another involved the same number of presentations of blue and yellow hues. In the remaining two sessions, vertical and horizontal lines each appeared 10 times on the center key, and either the dot and white or red and green appeared 10 times on the left and right side keys. Successive stimulus presentations in all sessions were separated by a 10-s intertrial interval (ITT), the first 9 s of which was spent in darkness. The houselight was turned on for the last 1 s of the ITI and remained on until the end of the 3-s reinforcement period.
Next, all birds received five 60-trial sessions with extended presentations of vertical and horizontal lines on the center key.
Each trial began with the inverted triangle as a trial-ready cue. A single peck to the center-key triangle immediately turned it off and, 500 ms later, produced either the vertical or horizontal lines. Five seconds later, the lines went off independently of responding and were followed either by presentation of a lighted food hopper (food) or by lighting of the bulb inside the hopper enclosure without the hopper's being raised (no food). Each outcome occurred with a probability of 0.5 after each stimulus. After the food or no-food outcome, the aforementioned 10-s ITI began. Each line stimulus was presented 30 times in random order with the restriction that neither be presented more than 3 times in a row. The duration of access to food was varied from 2 to 6 s across sessions in such a way as to maintain each bird's 80% weight. The duration of the no-food outcome in each session was identical to the duration of the food outcome.
Phase 1 OTM matching-to-sample. Upon completion of preliminary training, all birds were trained on OTM matching-tosample with vertical and horizontal sample stimuli and dot versus white and red versus green comparison stimuli. Each of the 96 matching trials per session began with the inverted triangle on the center key. A single peck to the triangle turned it off and, 500 ms later, produced either vertical or horizontal lines on the center key. Five seconds later, the line sample went off automatically and either a dot and white or red and green appeared simultaneously as comparison alternatives on the two adjacent side keys. A single peck to either comparison on a given trial immediately turned both comparisons off and either produced the food or no-food outcome if the choice was correct or turned the houselight off for an equivalent period if the choice was incorrect. The next trial then began after a 10-s ITI, as previously described.
For all birds, a single peck to the dot or to the red comparison, whichever was available, was designated as correct after the vertical sample, whereas a single peck to the white or to the green comparison, whichever was available, was correct after the hori-zontal sample. A single peck to the alternative comparison on any trial (e.g., white or green on vertical-sample trials) was incorrect and caused the trial to be repeated after the usual IT1 (i.e., a correction procedure was in effect). Performance on the correction trials was not included in the computations of matching accuracy.
The second column of Table 2 shows a schematic of the Phase 1 OTM matching contingencies for the four groups in this experiment. S[ and S 2 represent the vertical and horizontal samples, respectively. The dot and white comparisons are indicated as C[ and C 2 , respectively, and the red and green comparisons are represented as C 3 and C 4 , respectively. The two possible outcomes for correct (+) comparison choice-food and no food-are shown as O, and O 2 , respectively. Note that the sample-correct comparison (S n -C n ) relations were identical for all four groups. For two groups (DD and DN), however, the outcomes for correct choice were differential with respect to both the C 1 and C 2 comparisons and the C 3 and C 4 comparisons. (The first D in their group designations indicates this.) Thus, for half of the birds in Groups DD and DN, a correct dot-comparison choice (Cj) after the vertical sample (Sj) produced food (0 : ), whereas a correct whitecomparison choice (C 2 ) after the horizontal sample (S 2 ) produced no food (O 2 ). Similarly, when the comparison alternatives were red and green, a correct red choice (C 3 ) after the vertical sample (S t ) produced no food (OJ, whereas a correct green choice (C 4 ) after the horizontal sample (S 2 ) produced food (O t ). The remaining birds had the opposite choice-outcome contingencies (not shown in Table 2 ). Note that the food and no-food outcomes were differential with respect to correct comparison choice but were nomiifferential with respect to the samples. In other words, each vertical-sample (SJ trial in a session ended with food and no-food outcomes equally often, as did each horizontal-sample (S 2 ) trial.
For the remaining two groups (ND and NN), food and no-food outcomes occurred with equal probability after correct comparison choice on all trials. Thus the outcomes for these latter groups were nondifferential with respect to both the comparison and sample stimuli. (The first ,V in their group names indicates this.)
The birds were trained on their respective OTM tasks until they matched correctly on at least 90% of all trials and at least 87.5% of the trials with each comparison set (dot-white and red-green) in five of six consecutive sessions. Two birds, one in Group ND and one in Group NN, were unable to meet this acquisition criterion within 85 and 40 training sessions, respectively, but were nevertheless advanced to the next training phase because their overall accuracy levels were consistently high (i.e., in excess of 87.5%). All other details of the acquisition sessions (ITT, duration of food access, etc.) were identical to those previously described.
Phase 2 prefraining.
After reaching criterion in Phase 1, each bird received five sessions of training with the blue and yellow center-key stimuli that would later replace vertical and horizontal lines as samples in OTM matching-to-sample. Each of the 60 trials of these sessions was initiated by a single peck to the trial-ready cue, which was followed 500 ms later by either blue (S 3 ) or yellow (SJ on the center key. After 5 s, the blue or yellow hue went off independently of responding and was followed by either food (O a ) or no food (O 2 ). For Groups DD and ND, these outcomes were differential with respect to the two hues, with the hue-outcome associations balanced across birds and with respect to the comparison-outcome relationships in Phase 1. For Groups DN and NN, food and no-food outcomes occurred with equal probability after both hues. (The second letter in each group name indicates the differential versus nondifferential nature of this training.) In all other respects, these sessions were identical to the preliminary training sessions that preceded initial (Phase 1) training.
One-to-many (OTM) testing. After brief refresher training on its Phase 1 task (viz., until it performed at criterion levels for a single session), each bird was tested for one session on OTM matching using the comparisons from Phase 1, but with blue and yellow (S 3 and S 4 , respectively) replacing vertical and horizontal lines as samples. For Group DD, the correct comparison on each test trial was defined as the one associated with the same outcome as the novel sample that preceded it. Thus, if blue (S 3 ) had been followed by food (O,) during Phase 2 and correct choices to the dot (C,) and green (C 4 ) comparisons had produced food (O,) in Phase 1, choosing the dot or green comparison (whichever was available) was correct (and followed by food) on the novel bluesample trials in testing. Likewise, if the yellow sample (S 4 ) and the white and red comparisons (C 2 and C 3 ) had all been previously associated with the no-food outcome (O 2 ), those comparison choices were correct (and followed by no food) on novel yellowsample trials in testing. The particular set of test contingencies for the Group DD birds was reproduced for the three remaining groups. The only constraints on this reproduction were that (a) the differential comparison-outcome relationships for Group DN during Phase 1 training remained the same in testing and (b) the differential outcome relationships involving blue and yellow (S 3 and S 4 ) for Group ND during Phase 2 pretraining remained the same in testing.
Recovery and retesting. For reasons explained shortly, each bird was given a second transfer test shortly after its first. The second test (which was identical in all respects to the first) was preceded by a minimum of three recovery sessions on Phase 1 OTM matching-to-sample and until birds performed at criterion levels of accuracy for two consecutive sessions. They also received a one-session refresher on the blue-yellow (Phase 2) pretraining task immediately before their second test.
Statistical analyses. For all statistical analyses, the Type I error rate was set to .05 using the critical F values published by Rodger (1975a) . These values set error rate on a per-decision basis, as opposed to an experimentwise basis.
Results
Acquisition of OTM matching in Phase 1 proceeded faster for the two groups (DD and DN) for which food and no-food outcomes were differential with respect to the correct comparisons than it did for the two groups (ND and NN) for which those outcomes were nondifferential. For example, the number of sessions needed to reach 90% overall accuracy was 16.1 and 11.2 for Groups DD and DN, respectively, versus 41.0 and 24.1 for Groups ND and NN, respectively. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on these data showed that the two differential groups (DD and DN) reached criterion in significantly fewer sessions than did the two nondifferential groups (ND and NN), f(l, 29) = 8.54. Within each training condition, the groups did not differ from one another, F(l, 13) = 1.82 and F(l, 14) = 2.08, respectively. The same pattern of acquisition results was obtained using a slightly lower criterion (number of sessions to 85%) to compensate for the fact that 2 nondifferential subjects never reached the 90% criterion.
Responding to the line samples (S] and S 2 ) was comparable in all four groups during training. For example, over the final five acquisition sessions, the average rate (in pecks per second) of pecking vertical versus horizontal lines was 2.85 versus 2.69 in Group DD, 2.61 versus 2.03 in Group DN, 2,15 versus 1.78 in Group ND, and 2.24 versus 2.20 in Group NN. These nondifferential sample-response rates were also evident during the refresher sessions that immediately preceded testing.
Off-baseline training with blue and yellow (S 3 and S 4 , respectively) during Phase 2, however, produced different rates of key pecking in the two groups (DD and ND) for which these hues were differentially associated with food and no-food. For example, for Group DD in the final offbaseline session, the average rate of pecking the hue followed by food was 1.87 pecks/s versus 0.02 pecks/s for pecking the hue followed by no food. For Group ND, the corresponding figures were 1.96 versus 0.08 pecks/s. In contrast, similar rates of key pecking were observed in the two groups for which the hues were followed randomly by each outcome. For example, for Group DN the average rates of pecking blue and yellow were 2.01 and 2.05 pecks/s, respectively; for Group NN, the corresponding figures were 1.95 and 1.77 pecks/s, respectively.
The left panel of Figure 1 shows the average performance for each group the first time that blue and yellow were substituted for vertical and horizontal lines as samples hi OTM matching. Although none of the four groups matched at a particularly high level of accuracy on this test, the average performance of Group DD (64.3%) was the highest of the four groups. An ANOVA on these data revealed a significant between-group difference, F(3, 27) = 4.34. Post hoc contrasts confirmed mat the source of this effect was the higher accuracy in Group DD, F(3, 27) = 3.54, relative to the other three groups, which did not differ from each other, Fs(3, 27) = 0.54 and 0.07.
In order to evaluate whether Group DD's more accurate test performance resulted from rapid within-session learning or was apparent immediately, matching accuracies were computed over just the first 24 test trials. These data, shown in the left panel of Figure 2 , demonstrate that Group DD matched more accurately (69.4%) than the other three groups from the outset of testing. Indeed, the between-group differences were somewhat larger over the first 24 test trials than they were averaged over all 96 trials. Once again, an ANOVA revealed a significant overall group effect, F(3, 27) = 6.35, and post hoc contrasts confirmed that this effect was entirely attributable to Group DD's more accurate matching, F(3, 27) = 5.59, relative to the remaining three groups, which did not differ from one another, Fs(3, 27) = 0.66 and 0.08.
Despite this between-group difference in transfer, Group DD's level of performance in testing was considerably lower than the level we had observed earlier (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996 , Experiment 1) in an almost identically trained group (Group Whole), whose transfer results prompted this study. In that previous condition, birds trained and tested in a similar fashion averaged 80% correct choices in their first test session. One possible reason for the poorer transfer observed here may be that for 4 of the 7 Group DD birds, discrimination between the blue and yellow samples deteriorated considerably in testing. In particular, these 4 buds pecked the sample associated with the no-food outcome much more frequently than they had pecked it immediately before testing. Nearly 40% of their sample key pecks during testing occurred to the sample associated with no food, compared with only 1% during the last off-baseline session that preceded the test. Matching accuracy for these 4 birds averaged only 56.5% for the entire test session. In contrast, matching accuracy averaged 74.6% for the 3 Group DD birds that maintained their blue-yellow discrimination during testing. Because of the unexpected disruption in some of the Group DD birds' sample discriminations, a second test session was conducted after each bird in each group recovered its performance on the OTM training (Phase 1) task and after brief retraining on the off-baseline (Phase 2) task with blue and yellow. The results of the second test averaged over all trials and over just the first 24 trials are shown in the right panels of Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. All four groups showed better transfer to the blue and yellow samples on the second test than on the first. More important, matching accuracy in Group DD increased much more dramatically than in the other three groups.
An ANOVA on the data averaged over all trials of Test 2 (see the right panel of Figure 1 ) revealed a significant between-group difference, F(3, 27) = 15.87. Post hoc contrasts indicated that Group DD's second-test performances were much more accurate, F(3, 27) = 15.82, than the performances of Groups ND and NN, which did not differ from each other, F(3, 27) = 0.02. The overall test performance of Group DN fell midway between these two extremes, F(3, 27) = 0.00. These statistical decisions imply the following ordering of overall accuracy during the second transfer test: Group DD > Group DN > Group ND = Group NN (Rodger, 1975b, Equation 23 ).
An ANOVA on the first 24 trials of Test 2 (see the right panel of Figure 2 ) also revealed a significant overall group effect, F(3, 27) = 18.06. Post hoc contrasts showed that matching accuracies of Groups DN, ND, and NN over these initial test trials did not differ from one another, Fs(3,27) = .25 and .88, but were considerably lower than the matching accuracy of Group DD, F(3, 27) = 16.95. These statistical decisions imply the following ordering of matching accuracies during the first 24 trials of Test 2: Group DD > Group DN = Group ND = Group NN.
In contrast to their performance in the first test session, all 7 Group DD birds maintained their discriminations between the blue and yellow samples. Averaged across all DD birds, only 2% of all sample key pecking during testing occurred to the sample associated with no food. For the 4 DD birds whose sample discriminations deteriorated during the first test, only 1% of their sample key pecks occurred to the sample associated with the no-food outcome during the second test.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 are noteworthy for two reasons. First, the data (especially those from the second test) show that our earlier transfer-of-control results (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996) , which were inconsistent with the predictions of two-process tfieory, can be replicated. Again we showed that transfer in a two-choice differentialoutcome task does not require that the samples in training be associated with different outcomes. None of the groups tested in Experiment 1 had differential sample-outcome associations during OTM (Phase 1) training. Thus the test results from Group DD indicate that training that involves differential comparison response-outcome relations apparently suffices to support later transfer to novel samples.
Second, the results nicely confirm the predictions derived from the bidirectional R-O account of differential-outcome performances (Rescorla, 1992 (Rescorla, , 1994 . According to this account, transfer of matching to novel samples should occur only if those samples have the same outcome associations as the comparison choice responses they cue. The data from the two test sessions are generally consistent with this prediction. In other words, Group DD showed the earliest and strongest evidence of transfer to the blue and yellow hues that were substituted in testing for the line samples used in training. The bidirectional account specifically anticipates this finding, because for the Group DD birds each hue sample presumably generated a distinct outcome representation and that representation could then activate the comparison response in the corresponding R-O association, given that the latter is assumed to be symmetrical (i.e., bidirectional).
By this same reasoning, transfer to novel samples should not occur if the R-O associations in training are nondifferential, because each outcome representation would then be equally associated with both response alternatives. Consequently, even though a unique outcome representation might be generated by the novel samples in testing, it would be unable to select specifically for a particular comparison response. As predicted by the bidirectional account, matching performances during testing were very inaccurate for Groups ND and NN, the two groups for which the comparisons in original OTM training had been followed equally often by food and no food.
Finally, this view predicts no transfer when the novel samples fail to generate unique outcome representations. Without unique representations, a single comparison response cannot be differentially activated via the bidirectional R-O links. Consistent with this prediction, the birds for which the blue and yellow samples did not have differential-outcome associations (Group DN) matched close to the level expected by chance alone (see the right panel of Figure 2 ).
Although the overall pattern of results fits that predicted by the bidirectional hypothesis, there were two noteworthy disparities. First, the level of transfer shown by Group DD during its initial test was far below that anticipated by this hypothesis, especially in light of our previous data (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996 , Experiment 1). However, there was evidence that the requisite discrimination between the novel blue and yellow samples was disrupted during testing for the majority of the birds in this group-in particular, 4 of the Group DD birds frequently pecked the sample signaling no food, just the opposite of the normally expected behavior (cf. Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1994) . This is an important observation, because it suggests that, for whatever reason, the novel samples failed to consistently generate the unique outcome representations (i.e., of food and no food) necessary to produce transfer. If so, the bidirectional model would predict poor choice performance because of a failure to activate the appropriate R-O association consistently. This was precisely what was observed in these 4 birds.
Interestingly, there is no obvious reason why the blueyellow sample discriminations were disrupted for these birds. For example, given mat two of the four comparison alternatives were also hues (red and green), stimulus generalization between these comparisons and the blue and yellow samples could have disrupted performances if they happened to involve conflicting outcome associations. In other words, if there was generalization between the red comparison and the yellow sample, and between the green comparison and the blue sample (Wright & Gumming, 1971) , and if the outcomes associated with the members of these pairs differed (e.g., red was paired with food, but yellow was paired with no food), this might explain why birds pecked the sample associated with no food more than they should otherwise (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1994) . However, contrary to this analysis, 3 of the 4 Group DD birds whose blue-yellow sample discrimination deteriorated in the first test had sample-outcome and comparisonoutcome associations that were consistent with one another from a stimulus generalization standpoint (e.g., both the red comparison and the yellow sample were associated with a no-food outcome).
In any event, far better transfer was observed in Group DD on its second transfer test, when the sample discriminations remained intact for all 7 birds. The dramatic improvement in their performances cannot be attributed sunply to additional matching practice with the blue and yellow samples, because the remaining three groups (DN, ND, and NN) received just as much additional practice but showed far less improvement. Apparently, the combination of the differential associations between the hue samples and the outcomes, and the differential associations between the comparison responses and those same outcomes, was responsible for Group DD's better accuracy during the second test.
The other discrepant finding was the high level of accuracy shown by Group DN (i.e., 75% correct) during its second transfer test (see Figure 1) . According to an unembellished interpretation of the bidirectional model, matching accuracy in this group should have been comparable to that in Groups ND and NN and close to the level expected by chance alone. However, Group DN may have benefited from the differential comparison response-outcome associations that were part of its original OTM training (see Table  2 ). With those differential associations, choices between the comparison alternatives in testing should have become quite accurate as soon as the blue and yellow samples developed differential associations with the two outcomes. Although off-baseline training with blue and yellow for this group involved nondifferential outcomes, the outcomes became differential with respect to the samples during testing (see Table 2 ). These new associations combined with the already established differential comparison response-outcome associations may very well explain Group DN's relatively accurate Test 2 performances. In passing, it is also worth noting that a stimulus generalization analysis of the sort entertained for the disrupted sample discriminations in Group DD during Test 1 cannot account for Group DN's performances in Test 2.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we conducted a relatively novel transfer test in which the outcomes themselves were substituted for the lines as samples in the original OTM matching task. With one exception (Zentall, Sherburne, & Steirn, 1992) , no comparable test can be found in the animal literature on differential-outcome conditional discriminations, even though this type of test has been of some interest in the broader literature on stimulus equivalence (Dube, Mcllvane, Mackay, & Stoddard, 1987; Schenk, 1994 ; see also Mcllvane, Dube, Kledaras, de Rose, & Stoddard, 1992; Sidman, 1994, Chapter 10) . Our reason for conducting an outcome substitution test, however, was not simply to generate a novel test condition. Rather, it permitted another evaluation of the bidirectional hypothesis.
Specifically, if the R-O associations in differentialoutcome matching-to-sample are truly bidirectional, direct activation of an outcome should produce the appropriate response. In other words, with food and no-food outcomes as samples, birds should choose the comparison that yielded that same outcome in original training. Because two of the four groups (DD and DN) had originally been trained with differential R-O associations in Experiment 1, both should transfer these choices to the outcome samples. In contrast, the remaining two groups (ND and NN) should not show a similar effect, because their comparison responses had originally been followed by each outcome equally often (i.e., their R-O associations had been nondifferential).
Method Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects and apparatus were the same as those used in Experiment 1.
Procedure
At varying times after the second blue-yellow transfer test in Experiment 1, birds were returned to their original (Phase 1) OTM task. A minimum of five retraining sessions was provided, and birds were advanced to the next experimental phase only after two consecutive sessions at criterion levels of performance (i.e., 90% correct matching overall and no lower than 87.5% correct matching with each of the two comparison sets). The average number of retraining sessions needed to accomplish this recovery ranged from 5.9 to 7.3 across the four groups.
Next, in preparation for testing with food and no-food samples, each bird received one 60-trial session in which a single peck to the inverted white triangle on the center key (the trial-ready stimulus) immediately produced either a 3-s presentation of food or no food with equal probability. After either event, there was a 10-s ITI, after which the next trial began.
Finally, each bird was tested with food and no food substituted for vertical and horizontal lines as samples in the OTM task. As before, each matching trial began with the inverted triangle stimulus on the center key. When pecked, the triangle went off immediately and produced either a 2.5-s presentation of food or no food. (The change to a shorter duration was intended to avoid satiation, which might have occurred because of the greater number of trials [96] in the test session.) Afterwards, one of the two possible sets of comparisons (dot and white or red and green) was presented on the adjacent side keys.
For Groups DD and DN, the correct comparison choice on each test trial was the one that had yielded the corresponding food or no-food outcome in original training. Thus, if correctly choosing the green and dot comparisons had produced food during OTM training, they were the correct choices after the food sample. Likewise, if the red and white comparisons had previously yielded no food, these alternatives were now correct after the no-food sample. For Groups ND and NN, the correct comparisons after the food and no-food samples were balanced with respect to the corresponding contingencies in effect for Groups DD and DN. In addition, because the transfer tests in Experiment 1 also involved differential comparison-outcome associations for Groups ND and NN (see the right column of Table 2 ), the test contingencies in this experiment ensured that the food and no-food outcomes would signal the same comparison choices that had previously yielded the corresponding outcomes during testing in Experiment 1. All other details were identical to those previously described.
Once again, matching performances in all four groups were very inaccurate during the initial transfer test. The correction-trial procedure, which remained in effect during testing, may have been partially responsible for this by encouraging incorrect choices on food-sample trials, because such choices caused the trial to be repeated, thus yielding food once again as a sample. Consequently, we ran a second food/no-food sample test that limited to five the number of times a particular trial could be repeated. Before this second test, each bird was retrained on its original (Phase 1) OTM task until it met the criterion level of performance for a single session.
Results
Average OTM performances immediately preceding the first food/no-food sample test were comparable across groups. Over the final two recovery sessions, accuracies were 95.6%, 94.3%, 94.5%, and 94.5% for Groups DD, DN, ND, and NN, respectively. There were no significant between-group differences, F(3, 27) = 0.58. Matching accuracies on the final refresher session that preceded the second test were similarly comparable, at 92.3%, 95.0%, 93.8%, and 93.1 %, respectively, for the four groups. Again, these performances did not differ significantly, F(3, 27) = 0.92. Finally, all four groups continued to respond nondifferentially to the vertical and horizontal line samples in the sessions that immediately preceded each test.
The left panel of Figure 3 shows each group's performance averaged over all trials of the first food/no-food transfer test. Contrary to prediction, Groups DD and DN did not match any more accurately than did Groups ND and NN. Indeed, accuracy in all four groups was close to the level expected by chance alone. Not surprisingly, an ANOVA showed no significant between-group differences on this first test, F(3, 27) = 0.17.
In contrast, the second food/no-food transfer test revealed substantial performance differences across the four groups, as shown in the right panel of Figure 3 . Specifically, Groups DD and DN were more accurate in their matching choices than were Groups ND and NN. Although all four groups chose correctly more often on the second test than on the first, this improvement was greater for the former parr of groups than for the latter. During the second test, Groups DD and DN chose the correct comparison on 84.7% and 85.8%, respectively, of all trials. The corresponding figures for Groups ND and NN were 69.0% and 67.7%, respectively. An overall ANOVA on the data from the second test revealed a significant between-group difference, F(3, 27) = 8,17. Post hoc contrasts confirmed that this difference arose because matching accuracy was higher for Groups DD and DN than for Groups ND and NN, F(3, 27) = 8.09. Within pairs, die groups did not differ from one another, Fs(3, 27) = 0.02 and 0.02, respectively.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 strongly support the bidirectional hypothesis. If, as this hypothesis suggests, the comparison response-outcome (R-O) relations learned in differential-outcome matching-to-sample are symmetrical, presentation of the outcomes themselves should cue the response that comprises each relation. The highly accurate choice performances during the second test by both groups (DD and DN) for which the food and no-food outcomes were differential with respect to the comparison alternatives confirm this prediction.
Using differential-outcome procedures similar to those of the present experiment, Zentall et al. (1992) also showed that pigeons, when tested with outcomes as samples, selectively chose the comparison alternatives that had been associated with those outcomes during training. Their study, however, involved the more typical two-sample, two* alternative matching-to-sample task (e.g., Peterson, 1984; Urcuioli, 1990) . Their results showed that birds matched at accuracy levels above chance during testing when reinforcement was contingent upon choosing the comparison consistent with the outcome that had previously followed it and matched at levels below chance when reinforcement was contingent upon choosing the outcome-inconsistent comparison. In all of their experiments, however, the deviation from chance performance in a test session was small, only 3-10% above or below 50%. These results were obtained from the first test session, however, so, given the results reported here, it is possible that the Zentall et al. data might have underestimated the actual degree of control exerted by their outcome samples.
Of greater interest is the possibility that differential sample responding may have mediated the transfer that Zentall et al. (1992) observed. As in the present study, Zentall et al, used food and no food as two outcomes, but, unlike in the present study, both the samples and correct choice alternatives were differentially associated with the outcomes in training. As a result, birds frequently pecked the foodassociated sample and seldom pecked the sample associated with no food. This is noteworthy because, in testing, birds likewise pecked at the food sample but did not peck when food was absent (i.e., at no-food samples). Thus, transfer to the outcome samples may have occurred because pecking versus not pecking had acquired control over choice in training (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1994 ; see also Urcuioli & Honig, 1980) . Although Zentall et al.'s Experiment 3 showed that differential sample responding was not necessary to produce transfer, their effects were noticeably larger when such responding developed during initial training.
In the present experiment, we avoided this possible source of mediation by arranging that during training each sample was followed equally often by each outcome. Consequently, birds in the two differential-outcome groups (DD and DN) were unable to predict from the samples alone which outcome, food or no food, was scheduled for the end of the trial, and their sample behavior reflected this: They pecked each sample often and with comparable frequency. The subsequent transfer of their matching performances to the outcome samples, then, cannot be attributed to differential sample responding. In other words, although they pecked the food sample and did not peck the no-food sample in testing, their comparison choice after those samples could not have been mediated by pecking versus not pecking, because there had been no opportunity to establish this differential behavior as a cue for choice in training. Thus, the sizable transfer effect seen on the second test must have arisen by a different mechanism (e.g., through a bidirectional R-O association).
Why transfer did not materialize sooner (i.e., on the first test) is unclear. As mentioned earlier, the correction-trial procedure may have encouraged incorrect choices on foodsample trials. Another possibility is that the change from keylights to outcomes as samples was so dramatic that it disrupted otherwise accurate performances. By the second test, the birds should have habituated to this change so that the shift to testing would be less likely to mask control by the outcome samples. Whatever the reason, it is clear that the between-group differences on the second test indicate that differential R-O associations in training yield strong conditional control over those responses by the outcomes themselves.
General Discussion
The present experiments confirm two predictions derived from the bidirectional model of differential-outcome discriminations (Rescorla, 1992 (Rescorla, , 1994 Rescorla & Colwill, 1989) . The first prediction is that subjects trained on a task in which different outcomes follow different responses will transfer their discriminative performances to novel stimuli that have differential associations with the same outcomes used in training. This prediction was again verified in Experiment 1 by the finding that pigeons accurately transferred their comparison choice responses from the line samples that had originally occasioned them to novel hue samples only if both the comparison responses and the hues had the same food versus no-food associations (see Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996) . Without those shared associations, transfer either was not observed or was considerably smaller. It is of some interest to note that the 2 X 2 design of Experiment 1 and the pattern of transfer results obtained from it are directly analogous to those of Peterson (1984) in his elegant demonstration of the conditions responsible for transfer in the more typical two-sample, two-alternative differentialoutcome task. We showed here that such transfer does not require differential sample-outcome associations in training, suggesting that Peterson's results may have likewise been due to the presence versus absence of differential comparison response-outcome associations in training.
The second prediction is that the outcomes of differential R-O associations will cue the responses that originally produced them. This was supported in Experiment 2 by the results of the second transfer test. When presented with food and no food as samples, birds that had originally learned OTM matching with differential food and no-food outcomes for correct comparison choice routinely chose the outcome-consistent comparison on each test trial.
In addition to providing these confirmations of the bidirectional hypothesis, the two experiments corroborate a number of related findings in the literature. First, the faster acquisition of the OTM training task by the differential groups (DD and DN) than by the nondifferential groups (ND and NN) in Experiment 1 replicates our earlier findings (DeMarse & Urcuioli, 1993, Experiment 1) that OTM matching acquisition was faster when each correct comparison choice produced either food or no food than if each choice produced both outcomes (albeit on different trials). Second, the transfer of differential-outcome, OTM matching to novel keylight samples that were likewise associated with food and no food in Experiment 1 replicates other earlier findings (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996 , Experiment 1, Group Whole), showing that they were not an accidental occurrence. Moreover, this effect resembles discrimination learning results found by Trapold (1970, Experiment 2) with rats. Trapold reported that differentially pairing each discriminative stimulus with a reinforcer before discrimination learning produced faster learning if the correct response later associated with each stimulus produced the identical (as opposed to the opposite) reinforcer. Third, the results of Experiment 2 showing that the food and no-food outcomes were effective substitutes as samples in the original OTM task extends the findings Zentall et al. (1992) obtained in two-sample, two-alternative delayed matching. More generally, the transfer to outcome samples observed here and by Zentall et al. provide additional evidence for backward (bidirectional) associations in appetitive conditioning with pigeons (see Hearst, 1989) .
The bidirectional account of differential-outcome performances suggested by Rescorla (1992 Rescorla ( , 1994 and by Rescorla and Colwill (1989) provides a ready explanation of our results. The differential R-O associations that were part of OTM training for two of the groups (DD and DN) permit any stimulus that generates an outcome to activate the corresponding response via the symmetrical (bidirectional) link. An effective stimulus can be either one paired with the outcome or the outcome itself. Equally important, perhaps, is that the present data are not easily accommodated by two-process theory. This theory assumes that the salient characteristics of differential-outcome performances-for example, the speed with which they are learned (e.g., Urcuioli, 1991) and their transfer to other discriminative stim-uli (e.g., Edwards et al., 1982; Urcuioli, 1990 )-are to be understood in terms of outcome expectancies that are conditioned to the sample stimuli. Those expectancies provide another cue for performance, giving subjects both a discriminative advantage over subjects for which differential expectancies are absent and a mechanism by which other stimuli can immediately control performance despite the absence of any direct reinforcement history with such behavior. For these effects to be realized, however, the sample stimuli must have unique relations to the end-of-trial outcomes during initial training. But this was not the case in the OTM tasks used in the present experiments and in the Group Whole condition of our previous study (Urcuioli & DeMarse, 1996 , Experiment 1): Each sample in training was followed by each outcome equally often. This procedural detail seems to preclude an explanation of the transfer results in outcome expectancy terms.
Even though two-process theory cannot straightforwardly account for these transfer effects, it could quite easily be modified to do so. Specifically, instead of assuming that only the samples themselves can serve as signals for the forthcoming outcomes (and hence be the sole source of outcome expectancies), one might argue that in OTM tasks, a bird can learn to predict which outcome is scheduled to occur on the basis of the sample it has seen plus the particular set of comparisons it then sees on the side keys. For example, with hues and forms as the two comparison sets, a bird might learn that, say, the S, sample followed by hues on the side keys signals food, whereas that same sample followed by forms on the side keys signals no food. Similarly, S 2 plus hues would predict no food, whereas S 2 plus forms would predict food. If differential-outcome expectancies can develop in this fashion, choices could come under their discriminative control, setting the stage for subsequent transfer to other stimuli. Although there are currently no data that clearly establish that serial combinations of samples and comparisons exert this sort of control in differential-outcome OTM matching, the finding that birds typically take longer to peck comparisons associated with no food than to peck food-associated comparisons in these tasks (DeMarse & Urcuioli, 1993, Figure 4) is consistent with such a view.
Of course, even with this modification, the transfer of matching to the outcome samples observed in Experiment 2 is a separate challenge for two-process theory. To account for that effect, one would also have to assume that the actual presentation of food is more similar to the expectancy of food than to the expectancy of no food, and vice versa for presentation of a no-food sample. Although this assumption seems intuitively reasonable, data from other paradigms indicate that animals do not treat the actual and anticipated occurrence of an event as the same (Linwick, Overmier, Peterson, & Mertens, 1988 ; but see Holland & Forbes, 1982) . Nevertheless, the bidirectional account must also make a similar assumption, namely, that the actual presentation of an outcome is more similar to its representation in an R-O association than it is to the representation of the alternative outcome.
Despite these uncertainties, however, what is clear is that the mechanisms underlying transfer of differential-outcome performances are more sophisticated than originally envisioned by two-process theory. R-O associations are clearly a factor in such transfer. Precisely how those associations exert their influence will be an interesting topic for future research.
